
Version 
Control 
with Git



Agenda

• What is version control and Git?

• How to get and use Git?

• Basic commands
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What is Version 
Control?
Why should you use it?



Version Control
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WRRF

Model Outputs



Version Control
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Create a branch
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branch



Version Control
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New Model
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Version Control
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Original ModelModel V2 Model V1New Model

Restore previous versions



What is Git?

Open-source and free 

Source Control Management (SCM)
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Git
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https://git-scm.com/ 

https://git-scm.com/


Git
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Git Bash PowerShell CMD

Git work on any terminal on your computer



Git and GitHub
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What is the difference?

Version control system Back-up and sharing*

*One of many!



Basic commands
On Git



Working directory
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#cd stands for change directory

cd <directory_path>

Terminal



Working directory
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File explorer

Type “cmd” in the folder 

you want to work on



Basic Git
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Start version controlling locally

# inside the directory , this creates the . git file
$ git init

Check status

# Check tracked and untracked files
$ git status



Basic Git
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Get help on any command

# Documentation of any command $ git help <command>
$ git help init



Basic Git
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Start tracking changes in files

# Add files to start tracking them $ git add <file_name>
$ git add file1.txt
$ git add –all
$ git add .



Basic Git
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Start tracking changes in files



What is commit?

Save a copy or milestone of the 

current status of your files
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Basic Git
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Commit current status of your files

# Commit files $git commit -m (message) "<message>"
$ git commit –m “Message”

# Format for meaningful commits <kind of commit>: <file touched if only one>: <brief description>. 
<mention or resolve related issue with "working on issue #number" or "resolve issue #number">
$ git commit –m “feat: file1.py: new function to print print(). Resolve issue #69”
$ git commit –m “doc: improving documentation in many files. Used "parameters" instead of "inputs" “

# Check differences between files or commits
$ git diff

Check differences between versions



Basic Git
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Git areas



Basic Git
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Add and remove from staging area 

# Add files to start tracking them $ git add <file_name>
$ git add file1.txt

# Remove from staging area
$ git restore --staged <name>

# Files in the stage are committed and those in the working directory are not



”Remember, anything that is committed in
Git can almost always be recovered...

However, anything you lose that was never
committed is likely never to be seen again.”

ProGit
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Basic Git
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Check commit list

# Check commit list with commit number and description –oneline (make it shorter)
$ git log –oneline

Check log



Basic Git
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Restore commit

# Restore commit form the commit id $ git reset <commit_id>
$ git reset “23c49c7”

Clone a repository

# Clone an existing repository $ git clone <source>
$ git clone https://gitlab.com/datinfo/PeePyPoo.git



What is a branch?
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“A pointer to a snapshot of your 

changes in the files” -Git



Basic Git
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Create a branch

# Create a branch $ git branch <branch_name>
$ git branch Model_V1

Show existing branches and current position 

# Show existing branches and highlight the branch you are working on
$ git branch



Basic Git
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Switch branch

# Switch to the branch you are going to work on $ git switch <branch_name>
$ git switch Model_V1

Merging branches

# Combining the changes in two branches $ git merge –m “<message>”
$ git merge –m “New unit process process_v1”

Delete branch

# Delete the branch you have merged $ git branch –d <branch_name>
$ git branch –d Model_V1



Thank you
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